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SLIM

Floor lamp 

Slim is a new light intended to bring innovative use of 
standard fluorescent lighting and enable it to be used 
in home as well as in the office.The design intention 
was to try and ‘unite’ the light with the balast-module 
that always accompanies fluorescent tubes (standardly 
fitted to the ceiling) into a single object, whose overall 
appearance would make it more versatile and ‘open’ 
for more types of uses. By uniting the two elements (a 
balast-module is housed in a bottle-like extension of the 
‘minimal’ metal pipe, laser-cut for optimal light-emission) 
a new lamp emerges - one that is easy to use as a standard 
office lamp, freestanding lamp with a base, or an elegant 
vertical pendant lamp.The direction of light beam is 
hand-regulated - therefore the lamp is coated in ‘soft 
touch’ mat-white colour, enhancing the tactile experience 
of the user.

Material: aluminium 

Colour: white “soft touch”

Design: Bevk Perović

Specifications

Code V02004 9202 / 28 W L-179 cm
Typology floor lamp
Light source fluorescent T-5 28 W, G5 
Light emission direct adjustable
Class , ENEC 
Installation ,  
IP rating IP20
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SLIM

Pendant horizontal

Slim is a new light intended to bring innovative use of 
standard fluorescent lighting and enable it to be used 
in home as well as in the office.The design intention 
was to try and ‘unite’ the light with the balast-module 
that always accompanies fluorescent tubes (standardly 
fitted to the ceiling) into a single object, whose overall 
appearance would make it more versatile and ‘open’ 
for more types of uses. By uniting the two elements (a 
balast-module is housed in a bottle-like extension of the 
‘minimal’ metal pipe, laser-cut for optimal light-emission) 
a new lamp emerges - one that is easy to use as a standard 
office lamp, freestanding lamp with a base, or an elegant 
vertical pendant lamp.The direction of light beam is 
hand-regulated - therefore the lamp is coated in ‘soft 
touch’ mat-white colour, enhancing the tactile experience 
of the user.

Material: aluminium

Colour: white “soft touch”

Design: Bevk Perović

Specifications

Code V02003 9202 / 28 W L-179 cm
Typology pendant horizontal 
Light source fluorescent T-5 28 W, G5 
Light emission adjustable
Class , ENEC 
Installation ,  
IP rating IP20


